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Expeditions conquistador achievement guide

Accomplish save governor Bernardo de Manzanedo friend in need all your followers be disabled at the same time a sorry handful enter fighting with six units in the veteran or top rank a team complete the game on the difficulty of crazy Agueri solve the goal of jungle drums without bloodshed Ambassador discover tenochtitlan among the
prickly pear aid slaves fugitives apocalypto complete search all possible inventions and build one item of every possible recipe artisans kill enemy unit with cannon blast fodal search for all cairns Hispaniola and assembling all the island cartographer maps win all three battles in the hero championship reviving the helpless unit and keep
that unit alive until the end of the battle close call hit one of your units with AoE collateral damage turn against your allies in the victory hour Conquistador complete the game on the difficulty of ordinary Cortez save Moctezuma Xocoyotzin defying the history of recruiting Anacaona for your mission form diplomatic assets romantic
relationship Without Juan complete 5 side questions in Hispandon Keujut attack and destroy the settlement of The Settlement of Cortez save Moctezuma Xocoyotzin defying the history of recruiting Anacaona for your mission form diplomatic assets romantic relationship Without Juan complete 5 side questions in Hispaniola Keujot attack
The original on Hispaniola El Loco killed Muktezuma Xocoyotzin fall empire start the game with only women, as a feminist character achievea flawless victory in the battle to escape the fleet of feet make the camp without giving any of your followers harsh food legalization legalization opening all the entries of the Constitution historian
reconstruction of Fortaliza de Gotriz hogar Dulce Hogar completing gloing mushrooms entering fighting with at least 25 points of equipment allocated to the single Juggernaut unit to win the education without any time getting the unfinished time to get the unfinished time of the battle Go within the melee distance of the enemy keep your
distance kick off the battle for Tenochtitlan La Noche Triste recruit all 10 special followers in one game playthrough magnetic character complete the game in iron man mode on any difficulty Masochist trade in each market in each of the campaigns in one playthrough trader recruit isabella de Yruenes for your mission Mestizo return to
Spain without losing any members of the mission do not leave a man behind a promotion of the number one lieutenant win in a non-educational battle With only scientists and doctors of pens and swords cast off to the mainland! Onwards to glory complete the game on difficulty Pizarro hit points with an attack ranged with 5% hit chance of
a full fire pot temple death rider of a lost temple kill an enemy with a county attack running a gauntlet deal over 100 points of damage with one skull attack crusher restore fortaleza de Gutiérrez to the stronghold of full glory killing an enemy with a wing blow surrounds achieving fifteen flawless victories in a row on the ordinary or the
greatest difficulty Tactician captured on Xochiyohua tame monster Unwittingly unleashthe smallpox on the inhabitants of Tenochtitlan the beginning of the end of the defeat of Esteban Gallego the greatest they kick an enemy in a burning or Space Boot Discovery El Dorado City Gold Discovery The Tunnels of the Maasaia Dog Volcano
headed by God return to Spain with 50,000 valuables or more of the ecstasy of gold sacrifice member of your great good mission discover the fountain of youth water experience renewing the rebellion of God find all Cairns and assemble all the maps of Mexico trampling new Land Nurse Member Fatal Mission Injury Back to Full Health
Sort Hero Lose the first battle tutorial wake-up call you have contributed: Master Guard in the overworld map (not during battles), press the console key (Backspace by default) and type one of the commands as shown. Then click on Enter. If the code includes (first name), replace the entire parentage with the first name of the character
you want the code to affect. If the code contains itemName, replace the bracket with the item name as shown in your inventory, capitalized in exactly the same way but with NO SPACES. If the code contains #, replace it with any number you want. The effect setmorale (first name) # change a certain character deviant morale illuminator
display all the variants of devmode plot enabling remote transfer with giveitem t key (ItemName) # give yourself a certain inventory item (# is optional) giveequipment # give yourself more equipment givexp # Give yourself more experience giveherbs # Give yourself more herbs give you meat # Give yourself more meat givemedicine # give
yourself more medicine givemetal # give yourself more metal giveoil # give yourself more oils # give yourself more servings giverope # give yourself More rope give more values # give yourself more valuables givewood # give yourself more wood smite (first name) hit a certain character thespanishinquisition injury all followers kill (first
name) kill some vontrier followers release The camera of the player character removed (first name) remove a certain follower from your party tordenskjold restore all infected followers to a healthy return (first name) return an absent follower to your party contributed JonasWaever achievement hitting one of your units with aoE damage The
side effects start the game with only women, as a female character make the camp without giving any of your followers harsh food rationing the discovery of el dorado city gold discover the tunnels of the Volcano Masaia dog rasallah discover the fountain of youth water rejuvenation inspect the first battle educational wakeful call
contribution: JonasWaever this title has a total of 60 steam achievements. Accomplish save governor Bernardo de Manzanedo friend in need you have all your followers be disabled at the same time a sorry bunch enter fighting with six units in the veteran or top rank a team complete the game on the difficulty of crazy Agueri solve the goal
of jungle drums without bloodshed Ambassador discover tenochtitlan among pear syper aid slaves fugitives apocalypto complete all possible inventions and build one From every recipe possible artisans marry from the original building bridges kill the enemy unit with cannon blast cannon fodder find all Cairns on Hispaniola and assemble
all the island cartographer maps win all three battles in the hero championship revival of the helpless unit and keep that unit alive until the end of the battle close the call to hit one of your units with damage AoE (secret) side damage turn against your allies in the hour of their victory Conadorador complete the game on the usual difficulty
Cortéssave eXocucucutsin Challenging anacaona recruitment history for your mission form diplomatic assets romantic relationship Don Juan complete 5 side questions in Hispaniola without a yacht attack and destroy the original settlement on Hispaniola El Loco killing Muktezuma Xocoyotzin fall empire start the game with only women,
As a female (secret) female figure achieving a flawless victory in the battle of the fleet of footescapes make the camp without giving any of your followers food (secret) harsh legalization open all the entries of the Constitution historian reconstruction of Fortaleza de Gothers Hogar Holci Hogar completing Gloaming Infected mushrooms
enter the fight with at least 25 points of equipment assigned to one unit Jugger and Nene Win un-tutorial battle without ever getting within the melee distance of the enemy keep your distance kick off the battle for Tenochtitlan La Noche Triste recruiting all 6 original followers in Mexico in playing one through a complete magnetic character
game in iron putting the man on any difficulty Masochist trade in each market in each of the campaigns in one play in one One shop recruitIng Isabela de Yruenes for your mission Mestizo return to Spain without losing any members of the mission no man left behind a promotion belonging to lieutenant number one winning a non-
educational battle with scientists and doctors only of pens and swords cast off to the mainland! Onwards to glory complete the game on difficulty Pizarro hit points with an attack ranged with 5% hit chance of a full fire pot temple death rider of a lost temple kill an enemy with a county attack running a gauntlet deal over 100 points of
damage with one skull attack crusher restore fortaleza de Gutiérrez to the stronghold of full glory killing an enemy with a wing blow surrounds achieving fifteen flawless victories in a row on ordinary difficulty or greater Tactician capture Xochiyohua tame monster for the beast Unwittingly unleashing the smallpox on the inhabitants of
Tenochtitlan beginning to defeat the end of Esteban Gallego the greatest they kick an enemy in burning space or trapped boot the discovery of el Dorado (secret) city of gold discover the tunnels of the Maasaia volcano (secret) dog headed by God return to Spain with 50,000 valuables or more ecstasy of gold sacrifice a member of your
greatest mission good discover the fountain of youth (secret) the experience of renewing the rebellion of God find all the maps of Mexico New Earth Nurse Member Fatal Injury Mission back to Full Health Sort Hero lose the first educational battle (secret) wake-up call contributed by: Evie coach this title has a total of 60 steam
achievements. Accomplish save governor Bernardo de Manzanedo friend in need all your followers be disabled at the same time a sorry handful enter fighting with six units in the veteran or top rank a team complete the game on the difficulty of crazy Agueri solve the goal of jungle drums without bloodshed Ambassador discover
tenochtitlan among the prickly pear aid slaves fugitives apocalypto complete search all possible inventions and build one item of every possible recipe artisans kill enemy unit with cannon blast fodal search for all cairns Hispaniola and assembling all the island cartographer maps win all three battles in the hero championship reviving the
helpless unit and keep that unit alive until the end of the battle close call hit one of your units with damage AoE (secret) side damage turn against your allies in the victory hour Conquistador complete the game on the difficulty of regular Cortez save Moctezuma Xocoyotzin defying the recruiting history of Anacaona for your mission
diplomatic form emotional relationship without completing Juan 5 side questions in Hispaniola Quikhut attack The destruction of the original settlement on Hispaniola El Loco killed Moctezuma Xocoyotzin fall empire start the game with only women, as a female (secret) female figure achieve a flawless victory in the battle to escape fleet
feet make the camp without giving any of your followers food (Secret) harsh legalization open all entries of the Constitution dated reconstruction of Fortaleza de Gotriz hogar Dulce Hogar completing gloaming infected mushrooms entering fighting with at least 25 points of equipment allocated to one unit Juggernaut win a non-tutorial
without Ever get inside the melee distance from an enemy keep your distance kick off the battle for Tenochtitlan La Noche Triste recruiting all 6 original followers in Mexico in one play through a magnetic character complete the game in iron man mode on any difficulty masochist trade in each of the campaigns in the play one through the
recruiting trader Isabella de Yruenes for your mission Mestizo return to Spain without losing any members of the mission no man left behind a continued For lieutenant number one win a non-educational battle with scientists and doctors only pens and swords cast off to the mainland! Onwards to glory complete the game on difficulty
Pizarro hit points with an attack ranged with 5% hit chance pot fire full temple death rider of a lost temple kill an enemy with a county attack run deal glove over 100 points of damage with one skull attack crusher restore fortaleza de Gutiérrez to the stronghold of full glory killing an enemy with a wing blow surrounds achieving fifteen
flawless victories Row on ordinary difficulty or greater Tactician capture Xochiyohua inadvertently tame the beast unleashing the smallpox on the inhabitants of Tenochtitlan beginning to defeat the end of Esteban Gallego the greatest they kick an enemy in the burning space or trapped boot discover el Dorado (secret ) City of Gold
discover the tunnels of the Maasaya volcano (secret) dog headed by God return to Spain with 50,000 valuables or more of the ecstasy of gold sacrifice member of your mission the greatest good discover ing of the fountain of youth (secret) water experience renewing the rebellion of God's wrath find all Cairns and assembling all the maps
of Mexico stomping new nurse earth member deadly mission member back to full health sort hero lose the first battle tutorial (secret) wake-up call contributed by: Eevee-Trainer first released May 30, 2013releasedExpeditions Conquistador is a tactical story-driven role-playing game with a touch of strategic resource management and little
of your chosen adventure. Developed by:Published by: By:
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